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Abstract. The recent developments in life sciences and technology have pro-
duced large amounts of data in an extremely fast and cost-efficient way which 
require the development of new algorithms, coupled with massively parallel 
computing. Besides, biologists are usually non-programmers, thus demanding 
intuitive computer applications that are easy to use by means of a friendly GUI. 
In addition, different algorithms, databases and other tools usually lie on in-
compatible file formats, applications, operating systems and hardware plat-
forms. It is therefore of paramount importance to overcome such limitations, so 
that bioinformatics becomes much more widely used amongst biologists. The 
main goal of our research project is to unify many of these existing bioinformat-
ics applications and resources (local and remote) in one easy-to-use environ-
ment, independent of the computing platform, being a concentrator resource 
tool with a friendly interface. To achieve this, we propose a tool based on a 
new, open, free and well-documented architecture called Biomniverso. Two 
main elements make up such a tool: its kernel (Omega), which supplies services 
specifically adapted to allow the addition of new bioinformatics functionalities 
by means of plugins (like Minerva, which makes easy to detect SNP amongst a 
set of genomic data to discover fraudulent olive oil), and the interface (Brigid), 
which allows even non-programmer laboratory scientists to chain different 
processes into workflows and customize them without code writing.  

Keywords: resource integration, SNP, plugins, GUI, online services, workflow. 

1   Introduction 

The recent advances in biology in general and molecular biology and genomics in 
particular have produced large amounts of data in an extremely fast and cost-efficient 
way. One of such accomplishments is the “next-generation sequencing”, which is 
expected to allow the sequencing of a human genome in a single day for $1,000 [1]. 
Yet, such enormous amounts of data require the development of new algorithms, 
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coupled with massively parallel computing. Such goals can be accomplished now due 
to the availability of multicore processors and frameworks like the Open Computing 
Language (OpenCL) for writing programs that execute across heterogeneous plat-
forms consisting of CPUs, GPUs, and others kinds of processors. Besides, biologists 
are usually non-programmers, thus demanding intuitive computer applications that are 
easy to use by means of a Graphical User Interface (GUI) [2]. 

Bioinformatics is the integration of biology and computer sciences, in order to find 
solutions to current biology problems [3]. Yet, there is overwhelming bioinformatics 
casuistry, including many file formats, interfaces, approaches and platforms that in 
practice limit or even block the use of such tools by non-programmers in general and 
genome researchers in particular. For example, the GenBank data type for sequences 
is one of the most extended sequence representation formats, yet some tools like 
ClustalW2 do not recognize such a format for their inputs [4]. Thus, different algo-
rithms, databases and tools have been developed using incompatible software and 
hardware resources, used for similar purposes but in a somehow chaotic approach, 
creating a lack of standards which hinders the progress of science and technology.  

The main goal of our research project is to unify many of these existing bioinfor-
matics applications and resources (local and remote) in one easy-to-use environment, 
which is independent of the operating system and hardware platform used, being a 
concentrator resource platform with a friendly interface. To achieve this, our platform 
is based on a new, open, free and well-documented architecture called Biomniverso. 
Two main elements make up such tool: its kernel, Omega, which supplies services 
specifically adapted to allow the addition of new bioinformatics functionalities by 
means of plugins (Core and Minerva plugins are supplied with the current implemen-
tation). On the other hand there is the interface, Brigid, which allows laboratory scien-
tists to chain different processes together (workflows) with minimal effort and  
execute them with a intuitive user interface allowing a graphical control of the  
execution and quick experiencing with different data. 

We propose the use of plugins for different resource unification instead of other 
techniques such as application linking [5] or wholly formalized connectors [6] and 
connector composition [7] for compatibility reasons. Plugins are easily extendable, 
have been widely used in biology [8] and they are an efficient way to make use of 
algorithms written for other operative systems. As many bioinformatics algorithms 
are available via web as remote services, Internet can be exploited to play a central 
role for the execution of different workflows though Omega-Brigid, which also ac-
cepts local resources and processes. The basis of this platform was sketched in [9] and 
this work focuses on its final architecture and implementation. 

2   Workflow Development and Deployment 

The Omega-Brigid framework was designed to concentrate and reuse bioinformatics 
resources by means of workflows. A workflow is a processes chain -displayed as a 
directed graph- in which a collection of tasks is automated and flows through proc-
esses (nodes), following different connections in order to execute them in each node 
of the drawn graph. 

Thus, Omega-Brigid registers as many resources, processes and algorithms as  
possible using Omega plugins support and management. Additionally, we have  
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Fig. 1. Workflow example using the Omega-Brigid tool. A workflow has three main stages: 
input, processing and output. Input phase loads data from resources (here, from local files and a 
remote NCBI database). Processing stage carries out the data transformation using algorithms, 
filters, flow controlling, etc. (here, a sequence is translated into its complement and then joined 
to another sequence to undergo a multiple alignment with the DemAlign in the Minerva plugin). 
In the output phase, results may be displayed, printed saved and/or edited. Here, the data is 
saved in a local file and opened into a viewer customized for SNP finding (OmegaJalview). 

developed the tool to allow the user to customize the workflow by means of the Bri-
gid interface. The workflow enhancements and optimizations can be accomplished 
without code writing; thus even non-programmers can take advantage of such work-
flow customization. Figure 1 shows an example of a workflow created using Omega-
Brigid, in which several nodes or cells are connected with arrows: every cell  
represents a bioinformatics process that can have inputs and outputs.  

These arrows show the way in which data flows from one cell into another. The 
Omega-Brigid engine executes each workflow cell as soon as its inputs are ready, 
allowing parallel execution of graph’s branches. To design and run workflows in 
Omega-Brigid is a very easy task due to its user-friendly GUI (Brigid), see Figure 1. 

New processes and functionalities may be added by installing new plugins into 
Omega-Brigid. This way, the engine can manage plugins and their cells, albeit with 
no bioinformatics elements to work with, so the main algorithms are collected in the 
Core and Minerva plugins. 

3   Biomniverso Architecture 

The main task of the Biomniverso architecture is to enable users to register, arrange 
and use processes in workflows. However, this is a very complex task, because a 
process has three different states in Omega-Brigid (Fig. 1), corresponding to the three 
phases of the workflow: available workflow components, workflow design and  
workflow execution (Figure 2): 

- Level 1: Model. To create new workflow elements (nodes) and data connections 
between node ports (points of input/output data from each node), the concept of  
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flavor (taken from Java) is implemented. In this way, a general behavior is defined 
for every cell of the same flavor: legal connections, icons, constants, tooltips, etc.  
Flavors are related hierarchically, as shown on top of Figure 2. 

- Level 2: View. While designing the workflow, several cells of the same flavor can 
be inserted, allowing each one to have different configuration parameters. This 
gives rise to the interpreter concept. The interpreter has a 1:1 relationship with  
visual elements in the diagram, which make up the workflow in the Biomniverso 
architecture, as shown in the Figure 2 middle layer. 

- Level 3: Controller. These interpreters can be employed to run processes. If a work-
flow is reused many times will be required several executions for the same cell. This 
leads to a new concept: the thread. A thread starts when a workflow cell is reached, 
but if the flow never reaches such a cell, its thread is not launched. Sample live 
threads are illustrated at the bottom layer of Figure 2. 

The pattern Model-View-Controller may be seen from another perspective, where the 
flavors correspond to the Model, the nodes become the View, and the interpreters are 
interacting Controllers.  

 

Fig. 2. The three levels of abstraction in Biomniverso architecture. The Model-View-
Controller design pattern is shown, so each layer corresponds to a different workflow phase. 
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4   Omega-Brigid: Implementation of Biomniverso 

The Omega and Brigid components are designed with an object-oriented program-
ming language, because that suits best the plugin implementation (from a developer 
point of view) and the workflow modeling (from a user point of view). The best op-
tion among them is Java, for being one of the most used languages, open source, eas-
ily extensible, and with many libraries available, allowing the deployment of online 
applications. Another strategic advantage of Java is its universality, being operating 
system- and hardware-independent. Thus, can be overcome one of the main draw-
backs of bio-informatics development and deployment, i.e. the incompatibility 
amongst platforms. 

The Omega tool is a kernel with two main functionalities: 1) run/pause/stop work-
flow executions, and 2) integrate plugins to enhance operational capabilities. 

The user interface that allows an intuitive user interaction with Omega is Brigid, 
allowing users to manage plugins and workflow processes, as well as visually design-
ing workflows and running them. This effectively overcomes other of the current 
bioinformatics handicaps, allowing even non-programmers like biologists to use and 
customize the Omega-Brigid tool without code writing. 

4.1   Omega Kernel and Plugin Management 

The Omega kernel provides core functionalities in order to manage workflow process-
ing: run, pause, continue, validation, control of threads, etc. In order to construct 
workflow diagrams, several plugins may be connected to Omega [10]. Omega con-
trols such plugin management as well, providing standard mechanisms to add new 
workflow elements and to define default behaviors for the simplest tasks. 

 

Fig. 3. The Biomniverso implementation allows adding new features and functionalities to 
application by means of plugins. In bioinformatics, our main plugin is named Core, defining 
the basis of bioinformatics workflow elements processing. High-level plugins are built above it, 
for more specific tasks, like the Minerva plugin. Furthermore, the Omega-Brigid is a general-
purpose application, so its workflow concept can be extended to any other fields like network 
packet processing or queue simulation, implementing a Core non-dependant plugin. Every 
plugin is accessed by a common GUI, i.e. Brigid. 
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Every new process (cell) or data format (cell port) to be used in a workflow must 
follow the Omega directives, inheriting properties and behaviors defined in ancestor 
components of a hierarchy. For example, following this may be inferred relationships 
among different implementations of the Needleman-Wunsch algorithm [11]. 

For bioinformatics purposes, the Core plugin provides basic concepts to build 
workflows oriented to this field. It is based on BioJava [12] and supplies services and 
data types (flavors) represented by cells and arrows in the workflow diagram. In this 
sense, Core illustrates all the basic abilities of the system: read, process, write and 
view bioinformatics data, local and remote, public or user/password restricted, etc. 

Many other plugins may be loaded into Omega. Any of them may use the re-
sources supplied by a previous one, thus effectively providing high order services. 
The Minerva plugin developed by our research group is an example of this kind of 
plugin. Its main goal is to find and detect Single Nucleotide Polymorphisms (SNP) 
amongst a set a genomic data corresponding to different varieties, cultivars, breeds or 
strains. For instance, we have applied such a tool for quality control and to detect 
fraudulent olive oil [13]. Figure 3 deploys this abstraction. 

4.2   Brigid Interface 

We have taken special care to design the Brigid interface (named after the Celtic 
goddess of Unity), being one of the goals of this research and development work, for 
the reasons outlined before. We want to stress that this is a key element when compar-
ing Omega-Brigid to other available tools, like the Taverna Workbench [14], the 
Kepler System [15], or Cyrille2 [16] and Scitegic Pipeline Pilot. Whereas such other 
tools focus mainly on functionality, the Brigid interface has been designed also with a 
high usability in mind, so that even biologists with no programming skills can use and 
customize the Omega-Brigid tool. As an example, the number of components dis-
played to the user at a particular time has been minimized. Likewise, all the informa-
tion provided by Omega is displayed with graphics that have an intrinsic mean: red 
crosses, OK marks, gears of works, etc. A briefly comparison between Omega-Brigid 
and other tools may be found in the web site of Omega-Brigid. 

This Brigid interface has a simple set of options that are enough for novel users, 
but at the same time is as powerful and flexible enough as to allow custom-tailored 
enrichment, including new plugins. Thus, the user can customize the set of cells to be 
used in a workflow.  

A plugin may have many cells, being functionally grouped into tab panels: input, 
output, viewers, processing, searching, etc. A workflow is built by inserting cells into 
a blank page and connecting them by means of arrows, which represent the flow of 
data. The path of a data flow is made of input, processing and output, as shown in 
Figure 1. 

Plugins may be obtained from the Internet by means of the Brigid configuration. 
Even more importantly, such plugins may contain processing cells that can use Inter-
net services to achieve their goals. This situation is illustrated in Figure 4, where the 
right window shows a web form to invocate the SeqTrim remote algorithm [17]; a cell 
that allows using this form transparently by means of Brigid has been included in 
Core plugin. All the options of the SeqTrim algorithm have been reproduced in the 
configuration panel of the SeqTrim cell. 
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Fig. 4. The Brigid interface. This example shows the SeqTrim web application (right), and 
Omega-Brigid SeqTrim component to remotely access the service (left). 

5   Conclusions and Further Work 

Omega-Brigid is Java based and thus platform independent. Since it is executed by 
means of Java Web Start, no installation is needed and it runs on Mac OS X, Linux, 
Windows, Solaris, etc. Another advantage of JWS is that the latest version of the 
application is used when an Internet connection is available. The web site 
<www.sicuma.uma.es/omega> has documentation for developers and users, and al-
lows launching Omega-Brigid through JWS. Thus, Internet plays a central role to take 
full advantage of Omega-Brigid potential. Additionally, its specially designed GUI 
allows biologists and other non-programmers to use and even customize and enhance 
this tool without code writing. 

To further enhance the described Omega-Brigid tools, we are currently developing 
the following features: 

- Encapsulate a piece of workflow into a cell, so that it can be reused transparently. 
- Allow pipelined data processing. 
- Allow users to discard some uninteresting cells when including a new plugin. 
- Allow alternative paths in the workflow, with a special emphasis when a remote 

resource is not available during a limited time. 
- Parallelize and implement algorithms to exploit new multicore processors. 
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